
THE EVOLUTION OF THE
FAMILY OFFICE

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
Family offices generally provide expertise in the areas of managing
wealth and family support.

Family offices are increasingly acting as coordinators of expertise,
both in-house and outsourced.

Look for key best practices among those who coordinate family
office expertise and service.

Single-family offices are becoming the
predominant way for the Super Rich (with a
net worth of $500 million or more) to manage
their finances—as well as a portion (and
sometimes all) of their personal affairs. 

You say you don’t have that kind of wealth?
Don’t fret. The good news is that the family
office has evolved from its single-family
origins to include new types of structures
that are increasingly getting attention from
wealthy families who aren’t currently at that
Super Rich level of affluence.

Take, for example, the virtual family office. It’s
designed to provide solutions and expertise
that can be quite close to what you might get
by having your own single-family office. But
it’s able to deliver those benefits in cost-
effective ways that enable families with “just”
a few million dollars to take advantage of
them.



Because virtual family offices essentially emulate single-family offices, it can be helpful to
understand more about single-family offices—how they’ve evolved over time and what they
aim to accomplish. Armed with that information, you can get a better idea of what your
experience with a virtual family office might look like if you decide to go in that direction.

CHANGES OVER TIME

At one time, having a single-family office entailed setting up a separate legal entity and
hiring dedicated staff. These requirements have changed dramatically over the past decade.
Some Super Rich families, for example, have what are referred to as embedded single-family
offices. Using this model, the deliverables of typical single-family offices are provided
through the wealthy families’ businesses—and delivered largely via external experts who
aren’t employed by the companies themselves.

Another approach that has developed over time involves a single-family office set up by the
family patriarch and/or matriarch that provides a range of services and solutions, while the
children (and future inheritors) selectively take responsibility for other services. Commonly,
the future inheritors set up their own satellite single-family offices that are focused on
managing their investments. This results in the inheritors maintaining many of the
advantages of a full-service single-family office without having to arrange for (or bear the
costs of) what would be considered an actual full-service single-family office.

As these examples reveal, a single-family office no longer has to be exactly what it was in the
past—a legal entity with dedicated staff. What remains important regardless of the model
used is having the ability to obtain all the expertise of a single-family office when that
expertise is required. 

This emphasis on accessing expertise in ways that both are flexible and meet the demands
of a particular situation at hand is also something we see among wealth managers who
today are providing virtual family office services.

EXPERTISE PROVIDED BY SINGLE-FAMILY OFFICES

So what, exactly, does that expertise look like? Single-family offices, broadly speaking, tend
to provide two principal categories of expertise: those that relate to managing wealth and
those that relate to family support. 

Under the umbrella of wealth management, we often find investment management and
wealth planning (and all they entail). Family support services often include administrative
and lifestyle services along with special projects as a sort of catchall service. Exhibit 5
provides an overview of the types of expertise typically provided by single-family offices. 



Here again, we see many of these same services and supports in place at virtual family
offices today.

To help deliver those services, single-family offices are increasingly turning to outsourcing
and external experts. The offices see outsourcing as a good way to mitigate costs, increase
their capabilities, and potentially deliver goods, services and experiences faster. Always
being able to have the “best of the best” is often possible only when the single-family office
relies on at least a handful of external experts. Also, if something is incredibly time sensitive,
there is a tendency to outsource.

That said, not everything is outsourced nor do all single-family offices use external experts.
Outsourcing beyond the walls of the single-family office can reduce both control and
confidentiality versus managing every aspect of the family’s life internally. If these factors are
extremely important, and the family has the financial resources to bring the “best of the
best” in-house, it’s likely that the single-family office will be mostly or entirely self-contained. 

THE FAMILY OFFICE AS COORDINATOR
Because single-family offices are increasingly outsourcing, the importance of a formal
structure becomes somewhat diminished. Moreover, the use of multifamily offices by some
of the Super Rich is well established. And as noted, virtual family offices are proving to be
another viable alternative to the single-family office. 

As the name implies, multifamily offices aim to deliver a broad range of services and
products (along with an exceptional experience) to numerous wealthy families and
individuals. Today, multifamily offices are also extensively outsourcing for the same reasons
single-family offices are doing so.



Virtual family offices are built around a wealthy individual or family. There is a subtle,
nuanced and significant difference between multifamily offices and virtual family offices.
The former have institutional components, such as investment capabilities, and their aim is
to provide them to wealthy families. Virtual family offices are intended to be completely
bespoke, with most of the needed expertise being outsourced.

Ultimately, outsourcing has become “the norm” among family offices of all stripes. But
whereas single-family offices found their way to outsourcing, options such as the virtual
family office essentially began with outsourcing as their foundation. 

With outsourcing so pervasive, the various types of family offices—including virtual family
offices—have essentially become coordinators of expertise. It is less and less about being
self-contained and more about achieving the most cost-effective outcomes possible.

Consider a hypothetical virtual family office. At the center of that family office is the
individual or family, supported directly by a coordinator—a person or team of people that: 

The coordinator can be any type of professional. Accountants with high-net-worth practices
and private client lawyers are increasingly looking to act as coordinators. In the example
shown in Exhibit 6, the coordinator is a wealth manager working with entrepreneurs. The
coordinator draws on the skills and expertise of a broad array of specialists to deliver the type
and level of expertise commonly found within single-family offices. These specialists “fill in
the gaps” by providing the expertise the coordinator does not personally possess. 

Possibly provides a particular expertise.
Coordinates and facilitates other experts on behalf of the family.

The coordinator stays in close contact with the client to help ensure the various specialists
are delivering as promised and works diligently with the client to help ensure the desired
results are achieved. 



Among single-family offices worldwide, most are establishing legal structures and hiring
dedicated staff. But even in these scenarios, there is a growing trend to embrace the
coordinator role. The concept of the coordinator is likely to become a defining characteristic
of all types of family offices in the coming years—particularly virtual family offices.

What is therefore of considerable importance are the best practices of coordinators at family
offices.

Regardless of the type of family office, all coordinators at high-performing family offices
share some core characteristics:

HOW COORDINATORS AT A FAMILY OFFICE
DELIVER SUPERIOR RESULTS

The coordinators really understand you as a person, including your hopes
and dreams, concerns, and anxieties.
The coordinators are very good at explaining complex concepts, ideas,
opportunities and solutions in ways you understand.
You have a sincere and trusting relationship with these coordinators. 
The coordinators are consistently able to access best-of-class expertise and
solutions.
The coordinators are able to attain the expertise your family needs and
wants on an expedited and cost-effective basis. 
Because of the coordinators, you and your family are able to “jump the line”
when it comes to getting the solutions you need and want.
Your coordinators are constantly taking steps to catch and correct any
mistakes or potential problems with what you are doing or are considering
doing. 
The coordinators regularly employ “What if?” scenario thinking to identify
possibilities and opportunities in order to determine the very best courses
of action.
The coordinators assess whether you are following the best possible course
of action, or whether an alternative would be more appropriate and
effective. 

The upshot: The talent and proficiencies of coordinators are becoming increasingly
instrumental to the success of family offices—and the success of the families they serve.
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